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Let G be a o-compact and locally compact group. If JE Lm(G) let U, be the 
closed subspace of L”(G) generated by the left translations off. Conditions are 
given which ensure that each function in U, may be expanded in an essentially uni- 
que way as an absolutely convergent series of translations off. In this case U, con- 
tains subspaces which are isometrically isomorphic to P. If G is metrizable and non- 
discrete there is a continuum r in P(G) such that, for each fo I-, U, contains no 
non-zero continuous function, and for f, g E f with f # g, Uf n U, = {O}. If G is 
non-compact, metrizable, and non-discrete there is a continuum r of bounded con- 
tinuous functions on G such that, for each f~ r, U, contains no non-zero left 
uniformly continuous function, and forf, g E f withf # g, U, n Up = {O}. The sub- 
spaces U, above are translation invariant but are not convolution invariant. 
0 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper, G will denote a Hausdorff, locally compact and 
cr-compact topological group. The Banach space, in the uniform norm, of 
all bounded continuous real valued functions on G will be denoted by 
CB(G). We shall use R to denote the set of real numbers and often it will 
also be identified with the subspace of CB(G) consisting of the constant 
functions. A function f E CB(G) is said to be left uniformly continuous if, for 
each E > 0, there is a neighbourhood N of the identity in G so that x E N 
and y E G imply 1 f (xy) - f(y) 1 < E. The space US,(G) of left uniformly 
continuous functions in CB( G) is a closed invariant subspace of CB(G). 
The main results in this paper are concerned with various types of closed 
invariant subspaces of CB(G) and L”(G). It is shown that if G is amenable 
and non-discrete there is a continuum of closed invariant subspaces of 
L”(G) such that for all V in this continuum, Vn CB(G) = R, and for all 
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V, W in this continuum with Vf W, the functions in Vn W are almost 
convergent on G. When furthermore G is metrizable this latter statement 
may be strengthened to concluding that Vn W = R. It is also shown that if 
G is metrizable, non-compact, and non-discrete, there is a continuum of 
closed invariant subspaces of CB(G) such that for all V in this continuum, 
Vn CB,(G) = R, and for all V, W in this continuum, with V# W, 
Vn W= R. If MEL’ andfELCO(G) then 4 *f ECBl(G) [6, p. 2981 so 
that none of the invariant spaces V mentioned in these results is convolution 
invariant (a subspace E of L”(G) is convolution invariant if 4 E L’(G) and 
fEEimplyd*fEE). 
The results mentioned in the previous paragraph should perhaps be 
compared with a result of [ 11, in which conditions on G are given which 
ensure that if 1 < p < 2 there is a non-zero closed invariant subspace V of 
L*(G) such that VnLP(G) = (0). On the other hand, if H is a compact 
group and E is any one of the subspaces CB(H) or LP(H) for 1 d p < co, 
then E is convolution invariant if and only if it is invariant under (left) 
translations by elements of H (see 11.1.2 of [ 31 for the circle group and 
2.12.1 of [2] for the general case). There now follows a more detailed 
statement of preliminary definitions and notation to be used in the paper. 
A given non-zero, regular left Haar measure on G will be denoted by 1. 
The space LP(G, 1) will be denoted by LP(G) for 1 d p< co. For con- 
venience rather than necessity the equivalence classes comprising LP(G) 
will be taken to consist of real valued functions. For f E LP(G), I( f lip will 
denote the LP-norm off. If f EL”(G), XE G, and deL’(G), the functions 
,f and 4 * fin LP(G) are defined by 
rf(t)=f(xt) and (9 * f) (t) = ! &)fW’t) dA(t), a.e. for t E G. 
G 
We call ,f a (left) translation off. If E is a closed subspace of L”(G), E is 
said to be invariant or translation invariant if x E G and f E E imply xf E E. 
If E is a closed translation invariant subspace of L”(G) and f E E, Uf 
will denote the closed subspace of E generated by all the translations off, 
Vr will denote the closed subspace of L”(G) generated by R and all trans- 
lations off, and Pf will denote the closure in L”(G) of all positive linear 
combinations of functions in the union of R + with all translations off 
(here R + is the set of positive real numbers, including 0). Hence 
R+UfsVf., PfsVfandifRcEthen VfcE. 
Now let E be a closed translation invariant subspace of E which contains 
R. A mean ~1 on E is an element of the dual of E such that p( 1) = 11 p II= 1, 
in which case p 30. A mean p is said to be (left) translation invariant if 
p(f) = p(f) for all x E G and f E E. Let M(E) denote the set of all means 
on E and L&f(E) denote the set of all translation invariant means on E. 
The group G is said to be amenable if LM(L”(G)) is non-void [ 51. A 
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function f E E is almost convergent in E if p(f) = v(f) for all p, v E ,94(E). 
The closed, translation invariant subspace of E consisting of all the almost 
convergent functions in E is denoted by AC(E). The closed subspace of 
AC(E) consisting of functions J‘EAC(E) such that p(f) =0 for all 
p E IN(E) will be denoted by ACO( E). 
Section 2 is mainly concerned with invariant means and properties of 
U,, vr, and Pf wheref belongs to a closed invariant subspace E of L”(G) 
which contains the constants. If p(f) = 0 for some p E LM(E) it is proved 
that VJ = Iw f U,. A condition on f E L”(G) is given which ensures that 
every function in Vr can be expanded in an essentially unique way as an 
absolutely convergent series of translations off. Conditions on f, g E E are 
given which ensure that vr n I’, = [w or that V, n V, E AC(E). These 
results can also be stated in terms of U,. The conditions involved are 
closely related to results of Rosenblatt [ll, 12, 141 which were developed 
to investigate the left invariant means on CB(G) or L”(G) which are not 
topologically left invariant. Here our concern is with subspaces of CB(G) 
or L”(G) which are translation invariant but not convolution invariant. 
The results of Section 2 are used in subsequent sections to derive the type 
of result mentioned in the second paragraph. 
There is a natural correspondence between the elements of LM(L”(G)) 
and the invariant probability measures on the maximal ideal space of 
L”(G). For a discussion of this correspondence and other properties of 
L”(G) see Section 2 of [i 11. 
Some further notation used in the paper is as follows: N denotes the set 
of strictly positive natural numbers, xa denotes the characteristic function 
of A, AAB and A\B respectively denote the symmetric difference and 
relative complement of the sets A and B, and the empty set is denoted by 
Izr. 
2. RESULTS ON U,AND V, 
In this section E will denote a closed vector subspace of L”(G) which 
contains the constant functions and is translation invariant. Initially, the 
results in this section are concerned with various properties of Pf, U,, and 
Vr for certain functions f. Later some results are proved concerning 
U,nU, and V,n V,. 
DEFINITIONS. Letfl,f2,...,fm, g,, gzr..., g, EL”(G). Then ((fi,f2,...,fm); 
(g, , g, ,..., g,)) is said to be permanently near one in G if for all 6 > 0 and all 
finite subsets {xi, x2 ,..., x, } and ( y , , y, ,..., y4 } of G such that 
fx I,...r~p)n{~1,...,~q}=121, 
I ii ii (Y:Ifi(XjY)--11<~ ii 6 {Y:Igi(YjY)-11c6 >O. 
i=lj=l i=*j=1 
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Strictly speaking it should be noted that this definition is independent of 
the particular functions chosen to represent he equivalence classes com- 
prising L”(G). Intuitively this definition means that for any union of a 
finite set of translations of thef, with a finite set of different translations of 
the gi, there is a subset of G having positive measure on which functions in 
the union are arbitrarily close to one. The row vector (f,,f*,...,f,) is said 
to be permanently near one if ((f,,fi,...,f,); @) is permanently near one. 
A function f E L”(G) is permanently near one on an open set U of G if for 
all xi, x2 ,..., x, E G and 6 > 0, 
2 Un ii {y: If(xiy)-ll <S} 
( ( 
>o. 
i= I >> 
In this case f is permanently near one. 
Sets A such that xa is permanently near one have been studied in 
[ 11, 151. If A is a dense open subset of G then xA is permanently near one 
on each open subset of G. If G is metrizable and non-discrete there is a con- 
tinuum (AJEer of measurable subsets of G such that if f, = xa. for a E f 
and CY~, tlZ,..,, ~1, EC then ((f,,,f,,,...,f,.); (1 -f,,, 1 -f,,,..., 1 -Sm.)) is 
permanently near one [ 12, 133. Also, there is a continuum in CB(G) 
so that for all f, ,f2 ,..., f, in this continuum, ( (fi ,fi ,..., f,); 
(1 -fly 1 -f*,..., 1 - f,)) is permanently near one [ 143. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let fi, f2 ,..., f, E E and 0 < f, < 1 for i = 1, 2 ,..., m. If 
there is p E LM(E) such that p(h) = 1 for i= 1,2 ,..., m then (fi, f2 ,..., f,) is 
permanently near one. The converse of this statement is true if G is amenable 
as a discrete group. 
Proof: If (fi, f2,..., f,) is not permanently near one there are 
Xl 3 x2,-, X,EG and 6>0 so that WY=1 lJ;=, {y: Ifi(xjy)-11>,6} has a 
complement of measure 0 in G. Hence 
f i (1 -L.(x,y))a& a.e. for yEG. 
i-1 j=l 
Thus, mn - n (EYE I I) 2 6, so that CT= i p(fi) 6 m - 6/n < m. This 
implies that p( fi) < 1 for some i E { 1, 2,..., m}, and establishes the first part 
of the result. 
On the other hand, if G is amenable as a discrete group, let M be the 
maximal ideal space of L”(G). If (f,, f2,..., fm) is permanently near one let 
A(f,6)=(y:lf,(y)-11<6}.Thenthesetsin {xA(J,6):x~G,6>0and 
i = 1, 2,..., m}, where the closure is in .M, have the finite intersection 
property. Thus, if K = fl{ xA(f;, 6): x E G, 6 > 0 and i = 1, 2 ,..., m}, K is a 
non-void, compact, and invariant subset of JL!. Because G is amenable as a 
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discrete group there is an invariant Bore1 probability measure ,ii on K and 
integration with respect to ji gives a mean ,u~ LM(E). The continuous 
extension of each fi to J.& is one on the support of p so that p(fi) = 1 for 
i = 1, 2 ,..., m. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let f E E and 1 - f be permanently near one. Then 
yr=[w+u,. 
Proof: Clearly [w + U, G I’,-. Conversely let h E I$. Then there is a 
sequence (g,) in U,, where each g, is a finite linear combination of trans- 
lations of f, and a sequence (a,) in IR such that for all n E N, 
)I h - c(, - g, (1 o3 < l/n. For each n let 
x:xEGand i Igi(x)i<t 
i= I 
Then A, zA, ?A, z... and because 1 -f is permanently near one, 
A(A,) >O for all no N. Now let 1 denote the maximal ideal space of 
L”(G). We deduce form [ 11, p. 341 that if Ji is the closure in A? of Ai, 
then the sets (A,),, N have the finite intersection property in A so that 
fi;= 1 2, # 0. Thus, if x E or=, A, and /i, g, denote the continuous exten- 
sions of h, g, to &, it follows that 
I h(x) - a, I < l/n + I i%(x) I < 2/n, for all n E N. 
Hence cc = lim,, m~, exists. Since h = lim,, co (CX, + g,) we see that 
lim, _ m g, exists in E and equals g, say. Then g E vf and h = CY + g. Hence 
hER+ U,.and so V,ER+ U, 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let f E E and pl, pz E L&l(E) be such that PI(f) = 0 
andp*(f)=l. Then P,nAC(E)=R+ and P,nU/nAC(E)={O}. 
Proof Let g E P,. n AC(E). If E > 0 there are x,, x2 ,..., x, E G and 
a, 2, , 2, ,...> A, E I&‘+ so that 
II g-a-- f &,,f ,=l (2.1) 
Hence Ip,(g)-al <E and I,uz(g)---~;=,Ai ( <E. Since gEAC(E), 
pL1( g) = pLz( g) so that C;= 1 Aj < 2~. We now deduce from (2.1) that 
Ilg--II, <c+ <Et1 +211f11,). 
Thus, for each n E N there is ~1, E [w + so that II g - CI, (I oc, < l/n. Hence 
lim, + m c(, exists and is equal almost everywhere to g, so gg R + . 
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Now if hePfnUfnAC(E) then ~E[W+ nUf. Since pl(Uf)={O) we 
deduce that h = 0, and the proof is complete. 
In the case where 0 < f < 1, Proposition 2.1 shows that the condition 
that pi(f) = 0 and p*(f) = 1 in Proposition 2.3 implies that both f and 
1 - f are permanently near one. The following result strengthens the con- 
clusion of Proposition 2.3 by requiring that ((f); (1 - f)) be permanently 
near one. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let fe E and let ((f); (1 - f)) be permanently near 
one. Then each function in V, is equal to the sum of an absolutely convergent 
series in E of the form c1+ C,F= ,lli,$ where Cp”= 1 1 li 1 < 00. This series 
representation is unique, apart from the order of the terms, subject to the 
conditions that 01, i,, I, ,... E R, 1.; # 0 for all i, C,F= L (I.; 1 < co, and x1, x2 ,... 
are distinct elements of G. The functions in C; are those of the above form 
where c1= 0, the functions in P/ are those of the above form where 
4 A,, J,,... E R+, and Vr = Pr - P,.. If f E LP(G) then U, s LP(G). If G is 
amenable as a discrete group, or zff # AC(E), the functions in Vr n AC(E) 
are those of the above form where CzT 1 Ii = 0. 
Proof By Proposition 2.2, V, = R! + U,. Hence if h E Vr there is CL E R, a 
sequence (e,,);=, of strictly positive real numbers such that lim, _ m 8, = 0, 
a sequence (x,,);= 1 of distrinct elements of G, and for each n E N, p,, E N, 
and Ai, n E R for 1~ id pn such that 
II h-cc- f l;,nx,f <8,, II and Pm’Pn if m > n. (2.2) ,=l 
For i > p, let A,, n = 0. If m > n we now have from (2.2) that 
2 (h,, -&,.)f(x;y) CO,,, +8,, a.e. for yEG. (2.3) 
i= I 
Since ((f); (1 - f )) is permanently near one, there are y,, y, E G so that 
(2.3) holds for these values of y and also 
If(xiY,)--l <~mlPmI~i,m-~i,nI> if Ai,m -& >O, 
If~x~Yl~l~8~lPmlIZi,m~~i,nI~ if Ai,m - & CO, 
If(XiYdl ~~,lPmI~,,, -&,nl> if di,m -Ai,n >O, 
and 
If(xiY2)-11 <~mlPmI~i,m-Ai,nl~ if Ai,m - li,n CO. 
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From (2.3) it is now straightforward to deduce that 
for m>n. 
AS 2, n = 0 if i > p,, this proves that ((A,, n, &, n ,... )),“= i is a Cauchy 
sequence in Z’(N), so let it converge to (A,, &,..)~l’(fV). It now follows 
easily from (2.2) that h=cc+C,?, 12J, and that this series converges 
absolutely in E. While it may happen that Ai = 0 for some i, there is no loss 
of generality in assuming that 1, #O for all i. 
Now suppose also that h = /?+ cp”, , vi y,f, where /?, v,, v2 ,... E R, vi #O 
for all i, Cz i 1 vi 1 < co, and y,, y, ,... are distinct in G. For each n E N, let 
Y: f (I~if(xix)l+ Ivif(Y;x)l)<~ . 
i= I 
As 1 - fis permanently near one, A(B,) > 0, so we deduce that for some 
XEB,,, 
Letting n + co now gives CI = j?. 
If Yj 4 {xl, x2~... } let 6>0 and choose qeN so that q> j, 
C,“=,+l IAil <~/llfll,~ aWEi”=,+, Ivil <Wllfll,. Since (W; (1 -f)) is 
permanently near one, there is a set Q with n(Q) > 0 and 
i$, Ivif(YiY)l ~4 and Iv~f(YjY)l > lvjl -4 
i#j 
for all y E Q. Hence, as c1= j?, 0 < I vi I < 56 for all 6 > 0. This contradiction 
proves that { y,, y, ,... } s {x1, x2 ,... } and the converse inclusion is proved 
similarly. It may now be assumed that xi = yi for all i and we need only 
prove that Ai = vi for all i. By assuming that Aj #vi for some j and 
proceeding on the lines above, a similar contradiction can be derived. This 
proves the uniqueness of the series representation of the functions in V,-. 
The statements about the series representation of functions in U, and P/ 
are immediate from the definitions of U, and Pf and of the manner in 
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which the series was derived. The statement that f~ LP(G) implies 
Ur cLP(G) is also immediate from the series representation. 
If h E V, and h = c( + Cz, lix,f, as above, then 
h= 
(( 
(laI+a)+ f (I4l+4),,f 
i=l 
- (Ial-a+ f (IAl-U,,f ( 2, i= 1 ))I 
so that h E P,- - P,. Hence I’/ c Pf - P, and the reverse inclusion is 
immediate from the definitions of Pf and I’/. 
Finally, if G is amenable as a discrete group, Proposition 2.1 applied to S 
and 1 - f in turn proves that f +! AC(E). Thus, we may assume that there 
are p,, p2 ELM(E) such that pl(f) #p*(f). Now let h E V, n AC(E) and 
let h= a + Cz,&,,f as above. Then pi(h)=~~(h) so that (X21 &) 
(~~0 - pz(f)) = 0. Hence Cz 1 Ai = 0. Conversely, if EEL Ai = 0, p(h) = a 
for all p E LM(E). Hence h E AC(E) and the proof is complete. 
LEMMA 2.5. Letf EL”(G), 06 f 6 1, and ((f); (1 -f)) bepermanently 
near one. Let (x,);= 1 be a sequence of distinct elements of G, let a E 03, and 
let (A,);=, E/‘(N). Then 
proof: Let g = 2f - 1. Then II g II o. < 1. Also, 
We deduce that 
/I 
Conversely, for each n E IV, there is a subset A, of G with A(A,) > 0 and 
JJ, Aig(xix)>, 2 IAi( -it for XEA,. 
i=l 
When a+fCi”,l Ai 30, we now deduce that 
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This inequality may be similarly deduced when c( + 4 CE, ,$ < 0, and the 
result is proved. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let f~ L”(G), O<f< 1, and ((f); (1 -f)) be per- 
manently near one. Zf G is non-discrete, then Vr contains uncountably many 
subspaces each of which is isometrically isomorphic to I’( N ). Zf G is discrete 
and countable then Vr is isometrically isomorphic to l’(N). 
Proof In either case there is a sequence (x,);= , of distinct elements of 
G. Let V be the subspace of V, consisting of functions h of the form 
h=a+ f 12ix,f, where CreR’and 2 (li( <cc. 
I=1 i=l 
We then define 
(Th), =~,;,f lli, (Th)j =AJ-1/2, for j k 2. 
r=l 
Then Th is well defined by Proposition 2.4, Th E l’(N), and Lemma 2.5 
proves that T is an isometric isomorphism from V onto l’(N). If G is non- 
discrete there are uncountable many choices for (x,);= , and if G is discrete 
then we may take G = {x,: n E N ) and V= Vr. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let f, g E E be such that both (f; 1 - g) and 
(l-f, 1 -g) are permanently near one. Then Vf n V, c AC(E), 
U,nV,SAC,(E), PrnV,=R+, and P/ n Ug = (0). Zf furthermore 
((f, 1 - g); (1 - f, 1 - g)) is permanently near one then V/ n V, = R! and 
Ufn V, = (0). 
Proof Let hg Vr n V,. Let E > 0 and choose x,, x2 ,..., x,, 
y,, Yzr-, y, E G and or, 1,, R2 ,.., $, p, el, e2 ,..., Bu E I?3 so that 
II 
h-a- f A,,,f <E and 
Ii 
h-B- i ei,g a, 
Ii 
<E. (2.4) 
i=l r=l 
Then 
cl-p+ i Aif(Xix)- i eig(YiX) <2&p a.e. for x E G. 
i= I i=l 
As (f, 1 - g) and (1 - f, 1 - g) are permanently near one we obtain 
cl-p+ i Aj d2Ey la-/II <2e so that i lj d4s. 
I I 
(2.5) 
i= I i=l 
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The latter inequality, together with (2.4), now gives for all HELM, 
,P(h)-al cc+ /PO ( jYl A)/ <41 +411fllm)* 
Hence, for each n E N there is IX, E R so that 1 p(h) - c(,( < l/n, for all 
p E LM(E). Thus, lim, _ m c(, exists and is p(h), for all p E LM(E). Hence 
h E AC(E). If h E Ufn Vg, the above argument applies with CI = 0 so that 
p(h) = 0 for all p E LM(E). Hence h E AC,(E). 
If h E Pf n V, the proof proceeds as above with ~1, A,, A*,..., 1, E [w + so 
we deduce from (2.4) and (2.5) that 
llh-all, <E+ llfll, <&Cl +4llfllco). (2.6) 
Hence, for each n E N, there is ~1, ER + such that \I h - u,, (I co < l/n. Thus 
lim n _ ,cz, exists and this limit is equal almost everywhere to h. Hence 
heR+. If hEPfnUg we may take fi=O in (2.5) so lcll d2a, 
(I h 11 m < ~(3 + 4 I( f I( ,), by (2.6) and hence h = 0. 
If the further assumption is made that ((f, 1 - g); ( 1 - f, 1 - g)) is per- 
manently near one, and h E I’, n I’,, proceed as above and observe from 
(2.4) and (2.5) that 
f lif(xjz)- i Oig(y,z) ~4.5, a.e. for ZEG. 
i=l i= I 
Now choose z,, z2 E G so that this inequality holds for these values of z 
and also 
If(xiz,)- 1 I <E/PI&l, if A, >O, 
If(xizl)l <EIPIAi/, if Ai < 0, 
l&T(YizI)l <E/qIoi17 if 8; ZO, 
I fbizd - 1 1 < E/P 1 ii I> if A, CO, 
I f (x;zz) I < E/P I A; I? if A, >O, 
and 
IS(Ytz*)l <Elqloi19 if ei #O. 
It is now straightforward to verify that Cf=, ( Ai 1 < 12s, so it now follows 
from (2.4) that 
<E(l + 12lif II,). (2.7) 
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Hence, for each n E N, there is CI, E IX! so that 1) h- cc, 1) o. < l/n. As before, 
we deduce that lim n _ ma, exists and equals h almost everywhere. Hence 
h E R. When h E U, n V, we may take M = 0 in (2.7) and hence deduce that 
h = 0. This completes the proof. 
3. RESULTS IN L”(G) 
This section is mainly concerned with constructing various continua r in 
La(G) with the properties that Vr n CB(G) = R for f E r and for f, g E r 
with f # g, V, n Vg is small in the sense that either V, n V, = IR or 
Vf n V, E AC(L”(G)). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let f E L”(G) be permanently near one on each open 
subset of G. Then V, n CB( G) = R. If furthermore it is assumed that 1 - f is 
permanently near one then U, n CB(G) = (0). 
Prooj Let ge V, n CB(G). If g is not constant there is no loss of 
generality in assuming that there are y,, y, E G so that g(yi) = 0 and 
g( y2) = 1. Let 6 > 0 and let 
Ul = {x: I g(x) I < 6) and u, = {x: ( g(x) ( > 1 -S}. 
Then y, E U, and y, E U2 so that U, and U, are non-void open subsets of 
G. 
As g E I’/, if E > 0 there are c1,1,, 1, ,..., A,, E R’ and x,, x2 ,... x, E G so that 
I( g-m- i &,f <ET i= 1 II cc (3.1) 
and thus 
Cf+ i Aif(xix) <E+lg(x)l, a.e. for x E G. 
i=l 
Since f is permanently near one on U, we deduce that 
I tl+ C;= r Ril < 2~ + 8, and since f is permanently near one on U, we 
deduce that for some x E U2, 
l-6<)g(x)l < g(x)-c- f Aif(xix)+a+ i li +E 
1=1 i=l 
<4&+6. 
Hence 1 < 4s + 26, for all E > 0 and 6 > 0. This contradiction establishes 
that gE R. 
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If gEUj.nCB(G) we now have gE[w and in (3.1) we may take a=O. 
Then we have 
I gCx)l <&+ i Aif(xjx) 3 
i= 1 
a.e. for x E G, 
so that if 1 - f is permanently near one we deduce that (1 g /I a, < 2s for all 
E > 0. Hence g = 0, as required. 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume that G is a non-discrete metrizable group. Then 
there is a continuum r in L”(G) with the following properties: 
V/ n CB( G) = 02, for f EC 
V, n V, = R, for f, g E r withf # g, 
U, c LP(G), forall ldp<ooandfEr, 
U, n CB(G) = {0}, for f Er, 
and 
u, n v, = {O}, for f, g E r with f # g. 
Proof By Lemma 1.1 of [13], there is a continuum {A,: JEA} of 
measurable subsets of G, each having finite measure, so that if fa = xAa for 
6 E A, then fs is permanently near one on each open subset of G; and if 
6, #6,, for 6,, 6, EA, then ((fa,, 1 - fJ; (1 - f6,, 1 - fa,)) is permanently 
near one. If we let r= { f6 : 6 E A }, the result is now clear from 
Propositions 2.4, 2.7, and 3.1. 
Most of the remainder of this section will be devoted to proving the 
following result which applies in some cases where G is not metrizable. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let G be amenable and non-discrete. Then there is a con- 
tinuum r in L”(G) with the following properties: 
rr LP(G), for l<pda, 
V,- n CB(G) = R, for f EL-, 
V, n V, G AC(Lm(G)), for f, g E r with f # g, 
U, n Cl?(G) = (O}, for f d-, 
and 
U, n V, c AC,(L”(G)), for f,gErwithf #g. 
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It should be noted that the spaces U, and Vf in Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 are 
very strongly not convolution invariant in that if 4 E L’(G) and f~ L”(G) 
then 4 *f~ CB,(G) G CB(G) [6, p. 2891, while P’, n CB(G)= R and 
U, n CB(G) = (0). Thus the spaces U,, P’r for f E r are translation 
invariant but not convolution invariant. 
The proof of Theorem 3.3 proceeds by a discussion of some preliminary 
lemmas. First, let G = U,“, , K,,, where K z K, + 1 for n = 1,2, 3 ,... and K, is 
compact. The amenability of G, the regularity of Haar measure, and [5, 
p. 641 now give, for each n E N, an open relatively compact subset U, of G 
such that 
UnnU,=O, if m # n, (3.2) 
and 
4xU,AU,) < w,)/(~‘+ 11, for XE K,,. (3.3) 
For each n E N now let A, be a dense open subset of U,. 
LEMMA 3.4. For n E N there is 6, > 0 so that for all x,, x2 ,..., x, E K,,, 
A(n~= 1 xi A,) 2 6,. 
Proof For x1, x2 ,..., x, E K,, 
>l(Un)- i J(u,AxiU”) 
i=l 
> A(U,) (1 --/(n2+ l)), 
> 0. 
by (3.3), 
Hence fly= r (xi U, n U,) is a non-void open set having n;= 1 (x,A, n A,) as 
a dense open subset [7, p. 2001, so that A(n;=, (xiA, n A,)) > 0. Thus the 
continuous function on K; given by (x,, x2,..., x,) -+ A( n;= 1 xJ,) takes on 
strictly positive values on the compact set K:, so therefore it has a strictly 
positive minimum value S,, and this completes the proof of the lemma. 
We now and subsequently use a result due to Granirer [4] which in the 
present context reads as: if E > 0 and G is non-discrete, there is a dense open 
subset D of G such that A(D) < E. This result will henceforth be used 
without explicit reference. 
Having chosen, for each n E N, a dense open subset A, of U, choose 
furthermore a dense open subset B, of A, so that 
A(4) < 6,ln, for nE N. (3.4) 
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LEMMA 3.5. For each nE N, there is 8, >O such that for all 
XI, x2,..., x, EK,, m;=, xi(Aa\Bx))>o". 
Proof. As in the final part of the proof of Lemma 3.4 it is sufficient to 
prove that A(n:= 1 xi(A,\B,)) > 0. Now, 
A 
( 
13, xi(An\Bn) =A ii (xiAn\xiBn) 
) ( i=l ) 
=l((i-,xi~~)\(IVIxiB.)) 
aA( j, xiAn)-i( j, .iBn) 
ad,--nA(B,), by Lemma 3.1, 
> 0, by (3.4), 
and the proof is complete. 
We now let rr = (U,J;= I and define 
A,= ; A, and B,= ; B,. (3.5) 
II=1 n=l 
LEMMA 3.6. (xA,, 1 - xB,) is permanently near one. 
Proof. If x1, x2,..., x,EGchoosem>n~othatx~EK,,,for l<i<n.By 
Lemma 3.5, A( n;= L x,(A,\B,)) > 0. When this statement is interpreted in 
terms of xA, and xB, the result is immediate. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let fi, fi E Lm(G) and a relatively compact subset C of G 
be such that fi - f2 = xc. Then fi is permanently near one if and only iffi is 
permanently near one. 
Proof. For y,, y2,..., y,~Gand 1>6>01et 
A,(Y,, Y2~-~ Yn,@= ii {x:Ififi(Yjx)-ll cd>, for i= 1, 2. 
j= 1 
LetyEGbesuchthatCny-‘C=R(.Nowifx,,x,,...,x,EGand6>Oare 
such that ;1(A r(xl, x2,..., x,,, d)\C) = 0, then Wl(xl,..., x,, x1 Y, x2 y,..., 
x, y, 6)) = 0. Thus, if fi is permanently near one, ,I(,4 r(xl ,..., x,, 6)\C) > 0. 
As 
A,(x,,..., x,3 ~)\C~~,(X,,..., x,, 61, a.e. in G, 
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this proves that iff, is permanently near one, fi is also permanently near 
one. The converse may be proved similarly. 
It is now possible to proceed to the proof of Theorem 3.3. For each n E N 
andje { 1, 2,..., 2”) choose, by [S, p. 641, an open relatively compact subset 
U,, of G so that 
and 
uj, n n ulc, n = 03 if (j, n) f (k ml, 
‘(XU, n Au,, tt) < 4ui, n)/‘(n’ + l), for XE K,,. 
Now for each (j, n) let A, n be a dense open subset of Uj, n such that 
(3.6) 
n=I j=l 
Let Sj, ,, be the constant obtained from Lemma 3.4, where U,, n is in place of 
U,, and A,, is in place of A,. Let Bj,n be a dense open subset of A,, such 
that A(B,,,) < 6,,,/n, for all (j, n). 
Let A be the set of all functions a: N -+ N such that a(l) E { 1,2} and 
a(n) E {2cr(n - 1) - 1,2a(n - 1)) for n > 2. A has the cardinality of the con- 
tinuum and a(n) E { 1, 2,..., 2”) for all n E IV. For each CXE A let 
a(a)= (uz~n~,n)~=l, A,, , = U,“=, ~.~,,,., and B,(,) = U,“=, B,,,,.. Then 
we have the situation described in Lemmas 3.4 to 3.6 except that da) is in 
place of 0. Let D be any dense open subset of G\(lJ,“= i uf’l i U,, .) with 
l(D) < co. For a E A now let 
En = DuA,w u(U{B,,~,:PEA and D+a)). 
E, is a dense open subset of G and (3.6) shows that l(E,) < co. Hence 
xE, E Lp(G) for 1 <p < co. 
If a, /I E A with a # /I, there is a relatively compact subset K,, p of G such 
that K,, B n (E,\Ep) = @ and A,,,,\B,,,, = K,, a u (E,\EB). By Lemma 3.6, 
x a,C,,,B,(., is permanently near one, and Lemma 3.7 shows that xE,,EB is per- 
manently near one also. Hence (xE,, 1 - xEB) is permanently near one. 
If a, /I E A choose y E A so that y #a and y #/I. Then for all sufficiently 
large m, m > N, say, 
& r-~ Uypn,, m = E, n Uyw, m = Bywz,, m. 
Hence xE, = xEB = x~,,(,,,,,, on Urcmx m for all m > N. If xi,..., x, E G and 
m > N is chosen so that xi E K,,, for 1 < id n, Lemma 3.5 applied to Uycmj, , , 
and &Cm,,m in place of U, and B, gives A(nr= i x~(U~(~), m\By(m), , ) > 0. 
This proves that (1 - &, 1 - xEI() is permanently near one. 
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If we now let f = {xEa: aed) then rsL”(G) for l<p<co and 
Propositions 2.7 and 3.1 show that r satisfies all the conditions of 
Theorem 3.3, and the proof is complete. 
4. RESULTS IN CB(G) 
In this section some results are presented which are analogues for CB(G) 
of the results obtained in Section 3 for L”(G). 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let G be non-discrete. Let f~ L”(G). Zf f has the 
property that for any given E > 0, distinct x1, x2,..., x, E G, neighbourhood W 
of the identity in G, and 8,) e,,..., 8, E (0, 1 }, there is y E W such that 
%({x:x~G and jf(xix)-f(x,yx)-8,j <E, for 1 <i<n})>O, (4.1) 
then Vr n CB,(G) = R. Zf furthermore 1 - f is permanently near one then 
Urn CB)(G) = (0). Zf ((f ); (1 - f )) is permanently near one then (4.1) 
holds, V/ n CB[(G) = R, and U, n CB,(G) = (0 >. 
Proof: Let h E V, n CB,(G). Then if E > 0, there are distinct 
Xl f x2,-., x, E G and a, I-, , 1, ,..., A,, E R so that 
h(x)-a- i l;f(xix) <E, a.e. for x E G. (4.2) 
i=l 
Also choose a neighbourhood W of the identity in G so that 
I h(yx) -h(x) I < 6, for yE Wand XEG. 
It now also holds that 
h(yx)-a- i Aif(xiyx) <E, a.e. for x E G, for all y E W. 
i= 1 
These three inequalities now give 
/ i li(f(xix)-f(xiyx))l <3~, a.e. for XEG, for all YEW. 
i=l 
Because of the assumed property off, y E W and z E G may be chosen so 
that 
If(xiz)-f(xiYz)-lI <+I&l, if Ai > 0, 
and 
If(xiz)-f(xiYzJI <dnIE.il, if & < 0. 
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It may now be deduced that x7= i (I ii/ + &) < 8~ and, in a similar way, 
that C;=, ( ) llj 1 - 2,) < 8~. Hence x1=, 1 Ai I < 8~. It is now immediate from 
(4.2) that /l/z--all, <~(1+8/1fII,). Thus, for each nEN, there is a,E[W 
so that (I/z--cr, 11, < l/n. Hence lim n j aoc(, exists and equals h almost 
everywhere in G. Hence h E [w and Vr n CB,(G) = Iw. If h E Uf n CB,(G) then 
hE[W and in (4.2) we may take c( = 0. This gives 
1 h(x)) < E + ) C;=, Aif(xix) /, almost everywhere for x E G. If 1 - f is per- 
manently near one we have 1 Cr=, 1, f(x,x) I <a on a set of positive 
measure. Hence I)h /Ia < 2s for all E>O so that h=O. 
In the case where ((f); (1 -f)) ’ p is ermanently near one, observe that 
because G is non-discrete, if xi, x2,..., x, E G are distinct and W is a 
neighbourhood of the identity, then there is y E W so that x,, x2,..., x,, 
Xl y, x2 y,..., x, y are all distinct. The fact that (4.1) holds is now a 
straightforward consequence of assuming that ((f ); (1 - f )) is permanently 
near one. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let the group G be non-compact, non-discrete, and 
metrizable. Then there is a continuum r in CB(G) with the following proper- 
ties: 
I’-, n CB,( G) = R, for fEK 
Vf n v, = R, for f, gerwithff g, 
U,n V, = (O}, for f, gErwithf# g, 
and 
ufnCBl(G)= {O}, for f d. 
If f E r is non-constant hen neither U, nor V, is convolution invariant. 
Proof: By Theorem 2.2 in [ 143, there is a continuum r in CB(G) such 
that for f, g E r with f # g, ((f, 1 - g); (1 - f, 1 - g)) is permanently near 
one. An application of Propositions 2.7 and 4.1 now proves the first part of 
the Theorem. That U, and V, are not convolution invariant if f E r is an 
easy consequence of the fact that L’(G) * CB(G) E CB,(G) [S, p. 241, and 
the proof is complete. 
It is not easy to see the functions of r in Theorem 4.2 in a specific form. 
This is because they are constructed from a continuum of measurable sets 
having properties described in Proposition 2.1 of [ 141 and these sets are 
themselves constructed indirectly using the Baire category theorem 
[S, 12, 131. Accordingly it may be of interest to present explicitly a 
function f E CB(R) so that ((f ); (1 - f )) is permanently near one and 
hence V,n CB,(R) = [w. This is done in the following example, the 
inspiration for which is Raimi’s function fO in Proposition 5.7 of [lo]. 
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EXAMPLE 4.3. If I is a subinterval of R, CB(Z) will denote all bounded 
continuous real valued functions on I. Now define functions 
fo, fl E WCO~ 21) as follows: f0 =0 on [0, 23; f,(O)=O, fr(l)= 1, 
fi (2) = 0, and f, is extended linearly to [0, l] and [ 1,2]. Then fi( 1) = i, 
for iE (0, l}. Let S, = ((Q,, Z3* ,..., 8,): fIi E (0, l> for all i}. S, has 2Y 
elements. For all q E N and 0 E Sq2 choose uy, B E Iw so that if Z(q, 8) = [a+ 
a4, e + 291, then all the intervals Z(q, 0) have pairwise disjoint interiors. 
Now if x E Z(q, 19) there are at most two values i E { 1, 2,..., q2} such that 
xECu,,,+(i--1)2/q,ay,, + 2i/q]. Letting 8= (B,, 0, ,..,, 0,~) we now 
define 
t;.~(x)=I;.(q(x-a,~-(i-1)~)). (4.3) 
This definition is consistent, even if there are two possible values for i, and 
defines f,, ,,, E CB(Z(q, 0)). This definition gives immediately 
I;,.(%.9 +(i-l)z+i =ei, 
> 
for qEN(, l<idq’, 8~s~~. (4.4) 
Now let f(x)=fq,o(x) if x~Z(q, f?) and let f(x)=0 if xg 
u,“=1(us,s, 2Z(q,8)). This defines f E CB(R). It now remains to prove that 
((f ); (1 - f )) is permanently near one. 
Let x,, x2 ,..., x, be distinct in Iw and let 1 > E > 0. By Theorem 4.6 of [9], 
we may choose q, q. E N and integers pr, p2,..., p,, so that 
qy” > l/E and q. > max { I x, -x, 1 : i, j = 1, 2 ,..., n}, (4.5) 
(4.6) 
and 
for i = 1, 2 ,..., n. (4.7) 
Now (4.5), (4.6), and (4.7) give 
I I 
Xi-7 <E/q, for i = 1, 2 ,..., n. (4.8) 
Now let 4 ES, be given. Equations (4.5) and (4.6) ensure that there are 
0 E s,,2 and ye[w such that for each ie ( 1, 2,..., n} there is 
j(i) E (1, 2,..., 4q2} such that 
Pi 
4 + .Y=a2,,0 + 
2j(i)- 1 
~ E Gq, Q), 
29 
(4.9) 
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and 
for i = 1, 2 ,..., n. (4.10) 
We now have 
f(;+Y)=fw( a2y, o + (Ai) - 1) Y$ + $ , by (4.9). 
= &i, 9 by (4.4), 
= bi, by(4.10),fori= 1, 2 ,..., n. 
This now gives 
If(Xl+y)-4iI 6 f(xi+y)-f '+Y + f '+Y -4. 
L )I I L > /I 
-=z E, by (4.8), for i= 1, 2 ,..., n. 
As f is continuous this proves that ((f ); (1 - f )) is permanently near one. 
This example can be adapted to construct a continuum I- in CB(R) 
which has all the properties listed in Theorem 4.2. The details are omitted. 
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